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Von K_rm_n's equations for thin plates with large deflections are
solved for the special cases of rectangular plates having ratios of length
to width of 1.5 and 2 and loaded by uniform noznal pressure. The boundary
conditions are such as to approximate panels with riveted edges under
normal pressure greater than that of the surrounding panels. Center
deflections, membrane stresses, and extreme--fiber bending stresses are
given as functions of the pressure for center deflections up to twice the
thickness of the plate. For small deflections the results are consistent
with those given by Timoshenko.
INTRODUCTION
A general numerical method for solving Von Kirm_n's equations for
thin plates with large deflections was developed in reference I. A
square plate loaded by uniform normal pressure with simply supported edges
was studied. The boundary conditions approximate the case when a riveted
sheet-stringer panel is under normal pressure greater than that of the
surrounding ones.
It was subsequently decided to extend the investigation to rectangular
plates of various ratios of length to width. Two special cases are studied
in this report; namely, rectangular plates for which the ratio of length
to width has the value of 1.5 or 2, (For rectangular plates having a
length equal to or greater than twice their width, experimental evidence
(reference 2) indicates that they can practically be regarded as infinitely
long.) Center deflections, membrane stresses, and extreme--fiber bending
stresses are given as fuI_ctions of the pressure for center deflections up
to twice the thickness of the plate. For small deflections, the results
are consistent with those obtained by Timoshenko (reference 3).
This work was conducted at Brown University ua%der the sponsorship
_nd with the financial assistance of the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics.
The author is indebted to Professor W. Prager for his kind interest.
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SYMBOLS
a• b length and width of plate; a, shorter side of
rectangular plate
h thickness of plate
x, y, z coordinates of a point in plate
U• V horizontal displace-_nts in x-- and y-directions of
points in middle surface; nondimensional forms are
ua/h 2 and va/h2• respectively
W deflection of middle surface out of its initial plane;
nondimensional form is w/h







Young's modulus and Poissonts ratio• respectively
flexural rigidity of plate k 12(I --_2
4 _4 B4 _4
v = 2 a:2 * -- y4
_x _, _yl, TXyW membrane stresses in middle surface; nondimensional
forms are ax'a2_h2 , _y'a2_h2• and , 'a2/Eh 2xy
re spe ct ively
(TX" " T "
• _y' xy
extreme--fiber bending and shearing stresses; nondimensional
forms are _x"a2#h 2, _y"a2_h 2, and _xy"a2_h 2,
re spe ct ively
_x w, _yt, Txy_
,, Cy,, ,,6x • ' 7xy
F
membrane strains in middle surface; nondimensional forms
are _ 'a2/h 2, _ Wa2/h2, and 7xyla2/h 2, respectively
x Y
extreme--fiber bending and shearing strains; nondimensional
forms are _x"a2/h 2, _ "a2/h 2, - "a 2L27xy /n , respectivelyY
stress function; nondimsnsional form is F_h 2
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 ,A2 • • first--, second--, . . . and nth-order differences,
respectively
first-order differences in x-- and y-directions,
respectively
FU_JS_E_J_ EQUATIONs
The deformation of a thin plate, the deflections of which are large
in comparison with its thickness but are still small ,as compared with the
other dimensions, is governed by Von K_' s equations:
(1)
3_w _4w 34w P h _f_ 3% 82F 8_ 2 82F _2w-_











and the media_-fiber strains are




The extreme--fiber bending and shearing stresses are
Eh _%
_" ........ + _
v " -- Eh _2w
xy 2(z+ _) _x_
(4)
For a riveted panel under normal pressure greater than that of the
surrounding panels, the boundary conditions are formulated in reference 1
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along any line
And,








=0 [_ - '_ _x2 2
dx=O
along any line y = Constant.
F w
These expressions can be made nondlmensio_x_l by writing h-_' _'
Pa4 _(_ x (_)_
_--_h"EV_J' _,_, and_ in_laceof F, w, p, o, x, y, _d _,
respectively, w}_re a is the smaller side of tlle rectangular plate.
(These latter symbols are used to effect a reduction in the emount of
writing involved in the equations.) The resulting differential equations
can then be transformed into finite-difference equations. In terms of
finite differences, the differential equations (i) are replaced by the
following equations :
_x4W : 2F+ _% + Ay4w lO.8(AZ)_p+ _0.8 % + _y _%
-
(7)
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where AS = Ax = 2_v and B2 is taken to be 0.i, which value is character-
istic for aluminum alloys.
In terms of finite differences, the boundary conditions are
along y = + _, and




where n = k denotes points along the edges y = + b
_ _, n = 0 denotes
points along the center lines y = O, and m = i denotes any point along
the line x = Constant in the plate. Similarly, along x = + 2' the
boundary conditions are
and
Wk, n = 0
:0
- " 0




points along the center line x = 0
the line y = Constant in the plate.
..#
m = k denotes points along the edges x = +_ 2' m = 0 denotes
and n = i denotes any point along
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1_ ! = --
Y (az)2
and the extreme--fiber bending stresses are
,, i (Z_x2w
_x = - 2(1 - _2)(Az)2
cr " = _ i fA2w
Y 2(1 - _2)(Az)2 \y
, (io)
(ii)
RECTANGUIA2 PLATE WITH LENGTH-WIDTH RATIO OF i. 5
UNDER UNIFORM NORMAL PRESSURE
The plate is divided into 24 square meshes. (See fig. i.) The
points 2', 5', 8', 9 t, I0', ii', and ii" are fictitious points outside
the plate in order to make possible a better approximation to the boundary
conditions. Since the plate is symmetrical with respect to the center
lines, only one-quarter of the plate needs to be considered. In order to
get satisfactory results in the subsequent computations, it is convenient
to use a number of figures beyond those normally considered Justifiable
in view of the precision of the basic data.
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With _2 = 0.i or _ = 0.316225, the compatibility equations
become
20F0 -- 16FI + 2-F2 -- 16F3 + 8F4 + 2-F6 : K0
-SF0 + 21FI --8F 2 + 4F3 --16F 4 + 4F5 + 2-F7 + F2, = KI
-SF0 + 4FI + 21F3 --16F 4 + 2F5 --8F 6 + 4F7 + F9 = K3
2F0 -- 8FI + 2-F2-- 8F3 + 22-F4-- 8F5 + 2F6 -- 8F7 + 2F8 + FI0 + F5' = }{4
F0 -- 8F3 + 4F4 + 20F6 -- 16F7 + 2F8 -- 8F9 + 4FI0 + F9' = }[6
FI + 2_F3_ 8F4 + 2F5 _ 8F6 + 21F7 -- 8F8 + 2F9 -- 8FI0 + 2FII + FS, + FIO , = }{r
where }[0' }{i' }{3' K4' K6' and K 7 are equal to [" --<AxyW_2 -- Ax2wAy2_ ]
at points 0, i, 3, 4, 6, an([ 7, respectively.
The equilibrium equations are
2_o - 16_ - _6_3 + _2 + 8_4+ _6 : p'+ _o.8 'o(2_3- _o)
21w I - 8w 0 -- 8w 2 -- 16w 4 4w 3 + 4w 5 2w 7 w 2,
(12)
+ _,l(W2_ _wi+ Wo) -27,1(w5 +w I -w 2 -w_]
_3- 8_o-_i- 8_ +4_+_ +4_7+_9:_'+_°8[_'3@6-_3+_o_
22w 4 + 2w 0 -- 8w I + 2w 2 -- 8w 3 -- 8w 5 -- 8w 7 + 2w 6 + 2w 8 + Wl0 + w5' = p'
20w 6 + w0 -- 8w 3 + 4w 4 -- 16w 7 -- 8w 9 + 2w 8 + 4w10 + w 9, = p'
+_o_[__c__ _+ w_+__c_-_- __<_o+_ w__>]
21w 7 + w I + 2w 3 -- 8w 4 + 2w 5 -- 8w 6 -- 8w 8 + 2w 9 -- 8w10 + 2Wll + w8, + Wl0, = p
+_o._E_ -_+ _
!
+ w 7 --w 8 -- Wl0)]
(13)
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where p! 12(1 _2)(AZ)4p 0.0421875P since AZ = _, and _' _'-. __ ----. • •
and 7' are _x2F, _F, and _ at the points indicated by the
subscripts, respectively.
The conditions for zero edge displacements are
)
+_5- _'8 + FII)- _'_8 _ --'°-'F8+ FT) = $3 I( 14)
__F I - 2FO) --_.(2F 3 -- 2Fo)+ _4Fh.- 4F3)- U,_:_F0 - h.F3+ P_F6)+ (h.F 7 - h.F_
--_(_EF 3 - 4F6+ _Fg) + (2FIo -- 2F9) -_(F 6 -- 2F9+ F9,) = S 4
(F2- _1 + FO) --"(_4- _1) + (_- _F_+ _3) -"(2F1- 4F4+ _?)
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The boundary conditions are
W 2 = 0, W 5 = 0, W 8 = 0, W 9 = 0, Wl0 = 0, Wll = 0
w2f -- 2w 2 + wI = 0
w 9' - ew 5 + w k = 0
w 8' - 2w8 + w 7 = 0
w9, - ew9 + w 6 = 0
Wl0 T -- 2wlO + w 7 = 0
F2! - 9_F2 + FI -_(2F 5 - 2F2J = 0
Fsr - 9_F5 + F 4 -- _(F 8 - 9_F5 + F2) = 0
Fs'- _8 ÷F7- _n - _8 ÷Fs_=o
Fg,- _9 +F6-_(_io- %):o
_o, - =_o,÷_7- _(_- _o +_9)=o
Now the boundary-value problem determines the values of w uniquely and
the values of F to within an unknown constant. Since the actual value
of the constant is irrelevant, it may be defined by letting Fll = O.
On combining the boundary conditions with equations (12), (13), and (l_),
the final equations are
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20F0 -- 16F1 + 2F2 - 16F3 + 8F4 + 2F6 = K0
-- 8F0 + 20F1 -- 6.632456F2 + 4F3 -- 16F4 + 4.632456F5 + 2F7 = K1
-- 8F0 + 4F1 + 21F3 -- 16F4 + 2F5 - 8F6 + 4F7 + F9 = K3
2F0 --8F 1 + 2.316228F2 --8F 3 + 21F4 --6.632456F 5 + 2F 6 -8F 7
+ FI0 = K4
F0 -- 8F 3
F 1 + 2F 3
-- 2F 0 -- 3.3675A4F 1 - 2.432456F 2 + 2F 3
F o
F 3
+ 4F 4 + 1.8F 5
+ 2IF1 + 0.gF 2 --
+ 21% + 0.gF 9-
ii
+ 2.316228F 8
+ 4F 4 + 19F 6 -- 16F 7 + 2F 8 -- 6.632456F 9 + 4.632456FI0 : K 6
--8F 4 + 2.316228F 5 --83"6 + 19F 7 - 6.632456F 8 + 2.316228F 9
-- 6.632456FIo = K 7
= S1
2F 3 -- 3.367544F 4 -- 2.432456F 5 + F 6 + 2F 7 + 0.gF 8 = S2
2F 6 -- 3.367544F 7 -- 2.432456F 8 -_ F9 + 2FIo + FII = S3
- 2F 0 + 2F1 -- 4F 3 + 4F 4 -- 3.367544F 6 + 4F 7 -- 2.432456F 9 + 1.8FIo : S4
F 0 -- 2F 1 +F 2 + ZF 3 - 4F 4 + 2F 5 + 2F 6 -- 3.367944F 7 + 2F 8 + 0.gF 9
-- 2.432456FI0 = S5
and
>






By following the procedures outlined in reference i, equations (15) and (16)
can be solved simultaneously for w and F by the method of successive
approximations.
RECTAN_ PLATE WITH LENGTH--WIDTH RATIO OF 2
UNDER UNIFORM NORMAL PRESSURE
The plato is first divided into 8 square ashes and then into 32 square
meshes. (See figs. 2 and 3, respectively.) On referring first to figure 2j
points 1 I, 3 _, 4 v, 51 , and 5" are fictitious points outside the plate in
order to giveabetter approximation to the boundary conditions. Consider
on_-quarter of the plate; the compatibility equations are
20F 0 -
20F 2 -- 16FI --16F2 + 8F3 + 2F4 + 2Fi' = K0 F ' 18FO -- 16F3 -- 8F4 + 4FI + 4F5 + F2 + ?-F3 + 4 = KI '
(1v)
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where K0 _I K I are equal %o
respectively.
at points 0 and i,
The equilibrium equations are
+ ooE,
20w 2 -- 8w 0 -- 16w 3 -- 8w 4 + 4w I + 4w 9 + w2 + 2w3, + w4,
where
= P' + i0.8 [_'2_0-- 2w 2
-- 27 '2'(w5 + w2 -- w 3 --w4_
p' : 12(1 --_2)(AZ)4 = 0.675p since
xy
respectively.
i _ ' and
_Z _, and _'
at the points indicated by the subscripts•
The conditions for zero edge displacements are
(_- _o)-.(_- _o)+(m-_ -.<_o-_+ _,)_o_
_- _o)-.(_-_o)-_(_o-_+_)+_(_-_) >(z9
-_(F2 - 2F4+ F4,)+ (2F5 --2F4): (v2- Wo)2+ w22
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The boundary conditions are
w I = O, w 3 = O, w4 = O, w3 = 0
w I ' + w0 : 0
w3 , + w2 = 0
w4, + w 2 = 0
FI, -- 2_FI + F 0 -- _(o__v3 -- 2FI) = 0
F3' -- 2F3 + F2 -- _i - 2F3 + FS) _:0
F4, -- 2F4 + F 2 -- _-F 5 - 2F4) = 0
The problem can now be solved uniquely for the values of w and the values
of F to within an unknown constant. As the actual value of the constant
is irrelevant, it may be defined by letting F 5 = 0.
Combined with the boundary conditions, equations (17), (18), and (19)
are then
18F 0 -- 13.264912/_ 1 -- 16F 2 + 9.264912F 3 + 2F 4 : K0
--SF0 + 4.632456F l + 18F 2 -- 13.264912F 3 -- 6.632456F 4 = K1
--1.367544F 0 -- 2.532456F I + 2F 2 + 1.8F 3 = w02
F 0 + 0.9F I -- 1.367544F 2 -- 2.532456F 3 + F4 = w2_
- _"o + _i - 3-367944F2+ 4F3 - 2"532456;4: (w2- WO)2 + w22
(20)
(21)
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Equations (20) and (21) can now be solved simultaneously for w aad F
by the method of successive approximations.
With the values of w thus computed as a first approximation, the
case wherein the plate is divided into 32 square meshes is,now to be
studied. On referring to figure 3, points 2', 5', 8', ii', 12', 13'
14', and 14" are again fictitious points outside the plate in order
to give a better approximation to the boundary conditions. Consider
one-quarter of the plate; the compatibility equations are
20F 0 -- 16F I + 2F 2 -- 16F 3 + 8F 4 + 2F 6 = K0
-_b_Fo + 21F I -- 8F 2 + 4F 3 -- 16F 4 + 4F 5 + 2F 7 + F 2, = K I
--8F0 + 4F 1 + 21F 3 -- 16F 4 + 2F 5 -- 8F 6 + 4F_,I + F9 = K3
2F 0 -- 8F I + 2F 2 -- 8F 3 + 22F 4 -- 8F 5 + 2F 6 -- 8F 7 + 2F 8 + FI0 + F 5, = K 4
F0 -- 8F 3 + 4F4 + 20F6 -- I'6F7 + P_8 -- 8F 9 + 4FIo + FI2 = K6
FI + 2F3 -- 8F4"+ _5 -- 8F6 + 21F7 -- 8F8 + 2F9 -- 8FIo + 2Fil + FI3 + F8' = K7
F 3 -- 8F 6 + 4F 7 + 20F 9 - 16Fio + 2FII -- 8F12 + 4F13 + FI2, = K 9
F4 + 2F6-_ + _8- a_9+ a_lO- 8Fll+ _12--_13 +'2F_4+ _i' + F13': _0
at the points indicated by the subscripts.
where K= _AxyW) 2 -- Ax2W_Ay2W _
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The equilibrium equations are -_
20w 0 -- 16w I --16w3 + 8w4 + 2w2 + 2w6 = p' + lO.8_'O_-°w 3 -- 2Wo)
0
-Sw 0 + 21w I 8w 2 + 4w 3 -- 16w 4 + 4w 5 + 2w 7 + w 2,
+ _'l(W2 -- 2Wl + Wo) -- 27'i(w5 -- w2 -- w4 + Wl_
-8Wo + 4Wl + 21w 3 --16w4 + 2w 5 -- 8w6 + 4w7 + w9 = P' + lO.8E'3(WO--2w 3 + w6)
2w 0 -- 8w I + 2w 2 -- 8w 3 + 22w 4- 8w 5 + 2w 6 -- 8w 7 + 2w 8 + wlO
+ w5, = p' + i0.8[c_'4_7 -- 2w4 + Wl) + _'4(w5 -- 2w4 + w3_
--27'4(w8 -- w5 -_ w7 + w4)]
w0 -- 8w 3 + 4w 4 + 20w 6 -- 16w 7 + 2w 8 -- 8w 9 + 4wlO + w12
wI + 2w3 - 8w4 + 2w5- 8w6 + 21w7- 8w8 + 2w9- 8Wlo
+ 2w + + = p' + i0.8 E 7(w4 -- 2w7+ WlO)ii w13 w8'
+ _' _ + - _ +
w 3 -- 8w 6 + 4w 7 + 20w -- 16wlO + -- + 4w13 + : _'9 2Wll 8w12 Wl2f
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• (i 2) A_)4p 1 _' 8'where p' = 12 -- _ ( = 0.0421875p since AI = [, and , ,
and 7' are _x2F, A 2F, anel _F at the points indicated by the
Y
subscripts, respectively.
The cor_litions for zero edge displacements are
where
+ FI4 -- 2F13 + FI2 -_(FIo - 2F13 + Fl3t) = S6
k-I
=m_= -w 2_i (Wm+l,n m,_ for i = i, 2, 3, 4
and Sj _ (win,n+1 w 2= -- re,n) for J = 5, 6
>
(21
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The boundary conditions are
w 2 = O, w 5 = 0, w8 = 0, Wll = O, w12 = O, w13 = O, w14 = 0
w2t - 2w"2 + wI = 0
w5, - ew5 + w4 = 0
w8, - 2w8 + w 7 = 0
Wllt -- 2Wll + wlO = 0
w12 _ -- 2w12 + w = 09
w13 , - 2w13 + wlO = 0
F1 -- 2F2 + F2, -- _(2F 5 -- 2F2) = 0
F 4 -- 2F 5 + FS, --_(F 2 -- 32 5 + F_ = 0
F7 -- _F8 + F8' -- _5 -- _F8 + FI_ = 0
_o- _+ _,-_ (_- _. _0 --o
_ =o
The problem can now be solved uniquely again for the values for w and the
values of f to within an unknown constant. As the actual value of the
constant is irrelevant, it may be defined by letting F14 = O.
On combining with the boundary conditions, equations (22), (23), and (24)
are then
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20F0 - 16FI + 2F2 -- 16F3 + 8F4 + 2F6 = K0
-- 8F0 + 20FI -- 6.632456F2 + 4F3 -- 16F4 + 4.632456F5 + 2F7 = KI
-SF o+4F +2 F 3- 6F 4  5--SF6 +4F7 +;9 =K3
2F0 - 8F 1 + 2.316228F 2 -- 8F 3 + 21F4 -- 6.632456F 5 + 216 _ 8F 7 + 2.316228F8
+ FI0 = K 4
FO -- 8F3 + 4F4 + 20F6 - 169"7 + P28 8F 9 + 4FIo + F12 = K 6
F
i + 2F 3 -- 8F 4 + 2.316228F 5 -- 8F 6 + 20F 7 - 6.632456F 8 + 2F 9 - 8FIo
+ 2.316228FII + FI3 = K7
F 3 - 8F 6 + 4F 7 + 19F 9 -- 16FIo + 2FII -- 6.632456F12 + 4.632456F13 = K9
F4 + 2F 6 -8F 7 + 2.316228F 8 8F 9 + 19FIo 6-632456FII _
-- + o. 316228F12
-6.632456F13 = KIO
-_0 -- 3"367544F I --2.43245@ 2 + 2F 3 + 4F4 + I.SF 5 = SI
F0 + 2F I +_9F 2 - 2F 3 -- 3.367456F 4 -- 2.432456F 5 + F 6 + P/_7 + 0.9F 8 = S2
F 3 + _F 4 +(_9F 5 -- 2F 6 --_3.367456F 7 -- 2.432456F 8 + F 9 + 2FIo + 0.9FII = S 3
F 6 + 2F 7 +agF 8 - 2F 9 -- 3.367456FI0 -- 2.432456FII + FI2 + 2F13 = S4
--2F0 + 2FI -- 4F 3 + 4F 4 --4F 6 + 4F 7 -- 3.367544F 9 + 4FIo -- 2.432456F12
+ 1.8F13 = S5
FO - 2FI + F2 + 2F 3 -- 4F4 + 2F 5 + 2F 6 -- 4F 7 + 2F 8 + 2F 9 -- 3.367544FI0
+ 2_ii + 0.9F12 -- 2.432544F13 = S6
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and
i + 7' w4+ 2w7
i + 7'I_ h + _w3
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EESULTSAND DISCUSSION
The bending problem of rectangular plates under uniform normal
pressure with simply supported edges is studied by finite-difference
approximations. The difference equations are solved by the method of
successive approximation. The case of a square plate is studied in
reference i. In the present report, the computations are extended to
rectangular plates with ratios of length to width of 1.5 or 2. Experi-
mental work (reference 2) indicates that a rectangular plate having a
length equal to twice its width may be regarded practically as an
infinitely long plate. The maximum normal pressure calculated is
pa 4
Kh4= 250, which gives the center deflections about twice the thickness
of the plate.
The deflections at various points in the plate under different
pressure ratios are tabulated in tables i, 2, and 3. The center deflec-
tions are plotted against the normal pressure ratio in figures 4 and 5.
The membrane stresses in the centers of the plates and at the centers of
the edges are tabulated in tables 4, 5, and 6 and are plotted in figures 6
and 7. The bending and total stresses at the centers of the plates are
tabulated in tables 7 and 8 and are plotted in figures 8 and 9.
As indicated in reference i, the plate should be designed for strength
on the basis of clamped edges and for maximum deflection or washboarding
according to the boundary conditions such as formulated in the present
report. The finite-difference equations give the values of deflections
with good approximations, whereas the stresses, which are obtained by a
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TABLE 3 _















































































































































































asubscript 0 denotes the center of the plate; subscript 1 denotes
the center of the sides x = _ _;
center of the sides y = _ _.
and subscript 2 denotes the












































































asubscript 0 denotes the center of the plate; subscript I denotes
the center of the sides x = _ _; and subscript 2 denotes the
center of the sides y = _ _.














































































Subscript 0 demotes the center of the plate; subscript i denotes
the center of the sides x = _ _; and subscript 2 denotes the
center of the sides y = + b
- 5"


























































asubscrlpt 0 denotes the center of the plate.






































a aZhl =- Al
0 0
i. 588 I. 532
2.069 1.925
2. 625 2. 349























































Subscript 0 denotes the center of the plate.
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Figure 3.- Plate divided into 32 square meshes.
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Figure 5.- Center deflections for a rectangular plate under normal pressure, b = 2.
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Figure 7.- Membrane stresses. _b= 2; A?, = _-.a
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Figure 9.- Extreme-fiber total and bending stresses at center of plate. [ = 2; ,',7,= [.
